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Freedom House and partners, under our joint initiative United to Confront Hate-Motivated Violence in Ukraine, seek to
improve Ukraine’s policies to prevent and respond to hate‐motivated violence. Our efforts unite communities targeted
with hate‐motivated violence in a broad coalition aimed at monitoring, documenting, and analyzing hate-motivated
crimes and incidents in Ukraine. Equipped with data gathered from both open sources and interviews, we develop and
advocate for policies to more effectively tackle hate-motivated violence.
This Hate Monitor is a snapshot of monitoring, documentation, and verification of incidents by a network of 35 monitors
across the country. The subject of the monitoring is incidents of hate-motivated violence and violence against events
organized to promote the rights of communities targeted with hate-motivated violence.
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Contextual information
This quarter was marked by troubling incidents of antisemitism
in the Kyiv region. On October 17, about 100 representatives
of right-wing radical and nationalist organizations staged
a protest against Roma people living in Irpin, a suburb of Kyiv.
Participants of the protest made discriminatory statements and
calls for violence against the Roma population if they “do not
apologize to the victims and the Ukrainian people” on their
knees. Ukrainian human rights organizations condemned this
incitement to hatred and appealed to law enforcement agencies
to ensure public order and properly investigate incidents of
hate-motivated violence.

HATE-MOTIVATED INCIDENTS
Identified Incidents������������������������������������������� 37
Complaints Submitted to Police������������������������ 8
Ongoing Court Proceedings�������������������������������� 3

Hate incidents targeting LGBT+ people
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During the reporting period, isolated attacks on LGBT+
people were recorded in different cities of Ukraine.
In Khmelnytskyi, an eighteen-year-old transgender
girl’s hair and face were set on fire near a local club.
In Lviv, dozens of right-wing radicals tried to disrupt
a queer party in Club 151. In Kyiv, Maryna Herz,an open
lesbian and former project coordinator of KyivPride
was splashed with antiseptic liquid when she kissed
her partner in public. Furthermore, right-wing radicals
continue to call for attacks and incite hate among the
population by publishing open appeals to hatred on
social media.
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